PROVIDENCE PRESERVATION SOCIETY

Records of

Lot 133

Formerly #265

#577 WESTMINSTER STREET...Brick

1825 John Mathewson sells for $300 to Daniel Arnold a certain lot of land being lot #92 on the Plat by Daniel Anthony devised by John Mathewson deceased to his sons Nathan and John...the aforesaid land is 50' x 123' (see map)...Deed Book 49:237

1826 Nathan Waterman sells for $500 to Daniel Arnold, merchant, a certain lot of land on the N/ly side of Broad Street bounded: S by High Street 42'; W by Franklin Street 150'; N by grantee 43'; E by Roxanna Stark 150'...DB 52:25

1863 Anthony B Arnold, executor u/w Daniel Arnold, sells for $22,000 to John S Palmer and Charles S Capron, a lot of land with a BRICK Dwelling House on the N/ly side of High Street bounded: S by High Street 43'; W by Franklin Street 200'; N by Daniel Paine 43'; E by Asa Pierce and Joseph W Tanner...it being the same conveyed to Daniel Arnold by 2 deeds...1 from John Mathewson (DB 9:237) and 1 from Nathan Waterman(DB 52:25)...DB 164:107

This property was in the Palmer family until....

1946 Laura R and Jessie F Palmer sell the property to David Horowitz...being Lots #265 and 270 on Plat 25...DB 902:4

1947 Property taxed to Gertrude Rittenberg

1950 Elias M Loew taxed for the property

1950 Property taxed to Grace and Hope Mission Inc

1964 Providence Redevelopment Agency taxed for the property.

Cost of Moving
$14,000

Mary A Gowdey
February 1966
researcher